Risky Business:
Busting the Myth of Women as Risk Averse

Media reporting on business and the economy is replete with language illustrating common stereotypes about gender and risk. Depicting Wall Street’s unchecked and excessive risk-taking as the culprit for 2008’s global financial meltdown, brokers are “credit default swap cowboys” and the entire Street is “the Wild West” with “too much testosterone.” On the other hand, speculation abounds as to whether the financial crisis could have been averted had more women been the decision-makers, both domestically and globally. One U.S. investment bank CEO contends that “women are more cautious and thoughtful…” Another financial services sector CEO says, “women… have a greater desire to build firm foundations that will endure.” In October 2008, Iceland, after declaring bankruptcy, turned to two women to rebuild its financial system “after the banking empire built by its young male business-schooled elite collapsed.” A government official noted, “Now, the women are taking over… to clean it up.” A French business school study reinforces this view of women in finance as risk-averse and therefore better able than men to “safely” husband financial resources. The study found that for French CAC40 firms, the fewer the number of female managers, the greater the drop in share price since January 2008.

But are women risk-averse? Or are there gendered dynamics that obfuscate or mislabel their risk-taking? Have scholars inadvertently supported the aversion label by continuing to study risk with conventional questions about hypothetical financial allocation?

Existing empirical research on gender and risk suggests women are risk-averse. This finding is particularly strong in studies that measure risk through financial resource allocation experiments and in studies of health and safety precautions such as seat-belt use and recreational drug use. Existing literature exploring the causes of women’s risk aversion indicates that “women appear more fearful of losses” and more “pessimistic” than men. Results from financial scenario experiments about allocating money suggest women may weigh risk disproportionately relative to reward. Further, women’s emotional reactions drive risk decision-making more than do their cognitive assessments. Based on prospect theory, a psychological theory from the late 1970s that describes how individuals make choices between alternatives that involve risk, these studies conclude that women underestimate high probabilities of positive outcomes. Women’s decision-making about the risky activity under consideration will not change and is not sensitive to an increase in the probability of a positive outcome.

Against the public discourse on women, men, and risk-taking, Simmons School of Management (SOM) collaborated with Hewlett-Packard to explore women’s risk-taking behavior. Through a survey administered at the May 2008 Simmons School of Management Leadership Conference, over 650 managerial women responded to questions about risks they had taken, the factors that influenced their decisions, and the outcomes of those decisions. This CGO Insights briefing note reports our finding that women do take risks, refuting conventional wisdom about risk aversion, and that their risk decision-
making is sensitive to many gender-neutral factors. We close with a discussion of why women’s risk-taking remains invisible even as they take risks, and offer suggestions on how women and organizations may benefit from women’s risk-taking activities.

Finding: Women Take Risks

Traditionally, scholars have measured risk-taking by asking individuals to allocate financial resources across options with varying levels of financial returns and probable success. The more money allocated to options with higher possible returns and lower probability outcomes, the “riskier” the behavior. These studies found that women tend to be risk-averse.

In our survey, we asked the traditional resource allocation question and generated results that confirm the conventional findings of risk aversion. Women were asked what percentage of a fixed sum of dollars they would invest in a new project that might yield up to ten times the normal returns and will not lose any money. None chose to re-allocate the entire budget, and two-thirds of respondents allocated less than 50% of the dollars available, earning them the moniker of “risk averse.”

However, we went on to ask women about the business/professional opportunities they had taken. These opportunities included non-financial options, such as taking on new jobs, assignments, programs, or change initiatives. These options were intentionally not labeled as “risky”, although they indeed involved risk. Each involved the investment of personal capital and carried an unknown outcome for both the business and for personal/career development. When asked to reflect on how frequently they had taken on certain business/professional opportunities, women in our survey reported embracing risk: 80% reported “sometimes” or “often” pursuing a major change initiative, 79% a major new program, 77% a new job, 56% a major business development opportunity, and 40% a major investment decision.

As a prelude to exploring what motivates risk-taking activity, we asked women to recall a specific professional opportunity they had pursued “whose success was not guaranteed, that required learning by doing, and where you had to take personal responsibility for failures along the way.” In our analysis of these data, we divided these opportunities into two general categories. The first category involved activities that represented a significant departure from the status quo, such as new jobs, assignments, programs, and change initiatives. Because they bore considerable risk, we labeled these opportunities as “opportunistic” risks. The other category of opportunities involved activities that were outgrowths of current activities, such as next steps in advancing business relationships, assignments, and agendas. Because they carried less risk, we labeled these opportunities as “ongoing” risks.

In our sample, 82% of respondents pursued opportunities that involved “opportunistic” risk, so not surprisingly, 75% chose to report on an opportunistic risk. Looking at the gendered expectation that men take significant risks, a vast majority of women in our survey followed this “male model,” embracing professional opportunities that involved high-risk probabilities. “Ongoing” risks, which could be aligned with the stereotypical image of women taking smaller risks, were generally pursued by only 47% of respondents. Consistent with this finding, only 20% chose to report on an ongoing risk. The rest (5%) chose not to report on either type of risk.

By expanding the measure of risk-taking from hypothetical financial allocation scenarios to include business/professional opportunities actually taken, we have found that women do indeed take risks. Our next question was, what prompted them to do so? What factors impacted their decision to take up those opportunities?

Finding: Women’s Risk-taking Is Sensitive to Many Gender-Neutral Factors

In examining our sample of women’s risk-taking, many factors may indeed be gender-neutral. These include the impact of power, compensation and career rewards, self-efficacy, networks, and organizational culture.

Power

In our regression analysis, the desire for influence, defined in our survey as “the power to make an impact,”
strongly motivates women to take “opportunistic” risks. The stronger the desire for power, the more likely a woman will take on the more risky options of major new change initiatives or programs, or new jobs or assignments. In this way, our women’s behavior aligned with the finding that desire for power correlates with risk-taking.\(^{16}\)

**Compensation and career rewards**

Our sample of women reported that 60% of the risks they have taken have moved their careers forward; 23% reported that the risks have pulled their careers backward. Further, women attributed their achievement of high compensation to both the opportunistic and ongoing risks they have taken. These data indicate that women are sensitive to the relationship between putting an asset at risk, their investment of time and visible commitment to a particular professional endeavor, and the personal and organizational return on that investment.

**Self-efficacy**

Another factor is the impact that self-efficacy, the belief in one’s ability to succeed in specific situations,\(^{17}\) has on risk-taking. If people believe that they have the capabilities to perform the actions required to achieve a goal, they are more likely to take a risk because they believe they can succeed. Our statistical analysis reveals that self-efficacy strongly predicts both opportunistic and ongoing risk-taking. We believe this also shows that women’s decision-making about risk is consistent with “typical” patterns evident in gender-neutral studies showing the strong impact of self-efficacy on risk-taking.\(^{18}\)

**Networks**

Women’s networks stimulate risk-taking activity. Regression analysis reveals that while women seek the advice of both family and professional networks in their decision-making about ongoing risks, for bolder, opportunistic risks they turn to their professional networks. While this finding is consistent with literature demonstrating that the use of networks stimulates women’s risk-taking,\(^{19}\) it challenges conventional expectations that women would heavily weigh family networks in any risk calculation. Research has shown that as women enter the paid workforce, they are still primarily respon-
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\(^{16}\) The desire for influence, defined in our survey as “the power to make an impact,” strongly motivates women to take opportunistic risks.
to take risks. Entrenched societal expectations, which define the behaviors and roles appropriate for men and women, dictate that men are risk-takers and women are not. Women's actual risk-taking may remain unseen just because it is unexpected. While acting unexpectedly (in this case, by taking risks) may create “hyper-visibility” for women, usually, as humans, we tend to see what we look for—and conversely miss what we don’t look for. Risk-taking may even be invisible to the female risk-taker: research shows that women pursue more risk than even they themselves acknowledge.

Additionally, two role-congruent behaviors may render risk-taking invisible. First, consistent with our findings, women do not seek visible measures of successful risk-taking found in most organizations, namely promotions to high-status positions. When asked to identify factors influencing their risk-taking decisions, “increasing status and prestige” was ranked 10th out of 12 factors. Not using positional markers of success is consistent with the 2006 SOM conference survey in which women rated “advancing to a prestigious position” 15th out of 16 possible career goals. Without that tangible marker of successful risk-taking, women’s risk-taking may be less visible and less recognized even when it occurs.

Second, a lack of self-promotion due to women’s gendered socialization to “not brag” about themselves may further hide their successful risk-taking. If they do not call attention to the accomplishments produced by the risks they have undertaken, the risks may go unnoticed.

Women may engage in additional role-congruent behavior that leads to the perception that they are risk-averse. In our sample, risk-taking women tap into their professional networks and seek advice. We can reasonably assume that they are asking questions while doing so. Observers, looking at this advice-seeking through a gendered lens, may see asking questions as revealing indecisiveness; it may make women seem afraid of making decisions alone.

Role incongruence may penalize women who overtly act against gendered expectations and do engage in risk-taking activities. Without a gender-neutral definition of risk, women are left with the classic “double bind”: act like a woman and be called risk-averse, or act like a man and be called “cocky”, as Carly Fiorina was labeled for the decision she made to merge with Compaq Computer when she was CEO of Hewlett-Packard.

Yet ironically, female role-congruent behaviors, such as inclusive decision-making and collaboration, are cited as the reason women are often asked to take on the high-risk situations of turning around organizational crises and dysfunction. Iceland wasn't unique in tapping women for help in a crisis: Anne Mulcahy was tapped to be CEO of Xerox when the company was facing bankruptcy, saddled with $17 billion in debt, an SEC scandal, and five consecutive quarters of losses. Brenda Barnes took over the top spot at Sara Lee in time to divest multiple companies to make a smaller and more profitable company. Termed the “glass cliff” in recognition of the high-risk nature of the opportunity, researchers found that in times of positive performance, organizations “think opportunity, think men.” Yet in times of high risk, organizations “think crisis, think women” and often put women into top leadership, relying on their relational skills to turn the organization around. The former case results in an “under-gendered” risk stereotype where women are denied risky opportunities; the latter case results in an “over-gendered” risk stereotype where women are expected to have special powers to navigate the crisis.

The challenge for women might not be how to take risks, as they already do so. Instead, it may be making those risks visible and capturing the credit for risk-taking in ways that signal their success to those around them. Given that leaders are expected to take risks being acknowledged as a risk-taker is essential for a woman’s professional growth. Women may want to enhance their career potential by

1. Using the language of risk. When speaking about their work or taking on a task, women should name the risk and articulate the cost-benefit calculation.
2. **Promoting their accomplishments.** Women need to let senior decision-makers know about their work, including the uncertainty surrounding some decisions, the challenges overcome, and the accomplishments produced.

3. **Aligning with other risk-takers in the organization.** Doing so not only may enhance a woman’s reputation as a risk taker by way of association, but more importantly, it puts her in proximity of risk-taking activity, increasing the likelihood that she will be assigned to and involved in the risky opportunities critical to career development.

The challenge for organizations, on the other hand, is to prevent over-gendered and under-gendered stereotypes from diverting risky (and career-enhancing) opportunities away from their female employees. When making decisions to allocate promotions, new initiatives, and other high-risk assignments, senior managers need to consciously control the impulse to make assumptions about women’s unwillingness to take on risk. By not doing so, they will fail to tap women who want to take risks, do take risks, and can do so successfully. Conversely, organizations must also guard against stereotyping men as risk-takers; by making these assumptions, the wrong person may be asked to take risks to achieve organizational goals. Blaming “cowboys” for the 2008 financial meltdown and relying on women to ride in and save the day are both risky business.
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